
[1] The Brazilian journalist Sebastiâo Salgado and

his wife Lélia decided to show that dedicated people can

make a change. They were able to completely restore an

entire forest that had been devastated by human action in
their home town Minas Gerais in Brazil.

[2] Upon returning to his homeland from a duty as a

journalist in Rwanda, Salgado felt very sad when he found

the forest was lost and the animals had gone. It was not the

tropical paradise that he remembered as a child. Then his

wife came up with the fabulous idea of replanting the forest,

something which they started later in Dô4. Salgado said: "The land was as sick as I was; .,l"yli1q,Y::
ffi.d: ili;';;;,-osv, ,i tn"-trna *u. 

"àr.r"d 
with trees. And when we began to do that, all the

insects, birds and fish retumed. This was the most important moment'"

[3] To make their dream come true, Salgado and his wife recruited partners to plant trees. They also

raised frrnds for their project. Also, in April 1998, they founded the Instifuto Terra, a small organization that

has since planted 4 million trees and has brought the forest back

to life. Through the Instituto Terra, the couple managed to re-

plant 2.7 million trees over two decades. They have oompletely

transformed the environment back into its original condition. An

entire ecosystem was built agun thanks to this orsanisatisE.

Now, the forest is thriving with animals and wildlife: 172 bird

species, 33 species of animals, 293 species of plants and 15

species of reptiles have returned.

Adapted from different sources

[a] The process has provided Salgado with one of the answers to climate change. He believes that

.owe have a solution. we nèed to replanl the forest. You need forests with native trees if you want the

serpents and the other insects to come back. And if you plant forests that don't belong to the area, the

animals don't come there and the forest is silent."

[5] The reforestation effort of Sebastiâo and Lélia is incredible, but it will only last if people learn to

respect the importance of the ecosystems. That's why the couple started the Center for Environmental

Education and Recovery (GERA) in zao. The ui* ir to 
"a*ate 

farmers, teachers, businesses and

government officials about environmental recovery and conservation techniques. The hope is that they will

inspire those working near the forest to adopt more sustainable practices. Many organizat\ons and individual

volunteers are doing their best to protect thË forest worlclwide. ihe world needs more individuai support and

involvement to save the Planet.
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I. COMPREIIENSION (15 POTNTS)
BASE ALL YOUR ANSWERS ON THE TEXT

A. CHOOSE Tm RIGHT ANSWER.(l pt)
This text is about

L the life of a Brazilian family in the forest.
2. the efforts of a family to save the forest inBrazil.
3. a family starting an environmental center in Brazil.

The right answer is:

B. ARE THESE STATEMENTS TRUE OR FALSE? JUSTIFY. (3 pts)
l. salgado thought about the replanting project when he was in Rwanda.

2. The Salgado couple started the replanting project in 199g.

3. Other people worked with the Salgado couple to replant trees.

C. ANSWER TffiSE QUESTIONS. (4 pts)
l. Why was Salgado sad when he returned to his hometown?

2. Who first suggested the idea of replanting the forest?

3. How did the Salgado couple finance their replanting project?

4. Why did Salgado and his wife start the Center for Environmental Education and Recovery?

D. COMPLETE TIIE FOLLO\ilING SENTENCES. (2 prs)

1. When Salgado was a child, the forest.
2. Animals like serpents and insects will come back to the forest only if .

E. FIND IN THE TEXT \ryORDS OR DPRESSIONS THAT MEAI\ TIIE SAME AS (3 pts)
1. destroyed (paragraph 1): . . .

2. brilliant (paragraph 2): . . .

3. protection (paragraph 5): .
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F. wrrAT Do rrrE UNDERLTNED \ryoRDS rls rrfE TExr REFER To? (2 pts)
l. this organisation (paragraph 3): .

2. the couple (paragraph 5): . . .

II. LANGUAGE (15 POTNTS)

A. FrLL rN THE GAPS wrrH THE APPROPRTATE coLLocATIoNS. (2 pts)

sacial support - computer technologies - local customs - young people -
generatîon gap -/inancial dfficulties - voluntary work

1. The new have helped people do their work effrciently.

2. The government should make more efforts to engage . in political life.

3. Most entrepreneurs face . when they start their business.

4. The ministry of tourism produced this documentary to promote the . . . . . . and

traditions.

B. PUT THE WORDS IN BRACKETS IN THE CORRECT FORM. (2 pts)

1. Every year our school organizes different educational and (culture) . . . . . . days.

2. Because our students have a sense of (responsible) . ., they always volunteer to

clean our school.

C. FILL IN TIIE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT WORDS FROM THE LISTS. (2 pts)

1. Rachida . . miss her interview tcimorrow because she needs the job to support her family.
needn't - shouldn't -wouldn't

2. Local authorities should give priority to areas . . . suffer from poverty and crime.
whose-which-whom

D. PUT TIIE VERBS IN BRACKETS IN THE CORRECT TENSE. ( 2 prs)

1. When I got to the office yesterday, the meeting (alreadylstart) .

2. By the end of next August, I (spend). . . . four years in Morocco.
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